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SAD BOOK
A stage show adapted from  
the novel by Michael Rosen

In development 2019-20

‘  The real beauty of this precious  
book is that it’s curiously uplifting.  
I’d recommend Sad Book to anyone.’

 The Guardian

‘Taking hip-hop into thrillingly new terrain’
 The Guardian



THE PRODUCTION 
201 Dance Company return with their signature mix of contemporary  
and street dance to create a visually stunning stage version of a much 
loved story, in a dance-theatre adaptation of Michael Rosen’s “Sad 
Book”. A heartbreakingly simple illustration of grief and sadness, 201’s 
“Sad Book” will draw in audiences of all ages.

Developed with Michael Rosen, illustrators Quentin Blake and Harriet 
Bruce, and projection artists Really Creative Media, “Sad Book” will be  
a magical wonderland of projection, illustration, music and choreography, 
that normalises conversations on mental health, sadness, and grief.

In development…

Using projection mapping, we’ll illustrate a white box stage that will  
feel like the pages of a book, with paper exploding into the theatre.  
Across this surface the words of the writer will come alive, and create  
an illustrated onstage world populated by some of the UK’s best  
hip-hop and contemporary dancers.

‘   A beautiful anatomy of loss… 
absolutely breath-stopping’

 Brainpickings

‘ Choreographer Andrea Walker has considerable gifts as a storyteller and dance-maker’
 The Guardian 



ENGAGING YOUNG PEOPLE IN
CONVERSATIONS ON MENTAL HEALTH 
Young people continue to be left out of conversations on sadness and 
depression. Last year, 1 in 4 referrals to children’s mental health services 
were rejected, leaving 55,000 UK children without sought after support. 
Despite growing attention for mental health in general, we need to do more 
to bring these conversations into the cultural canon for young audiences. 

Our work engages audiences and participants with challenging issues 
through accessible, popular and exciting productions and workshops. 

Alongside “Sad Book” we’ll work with young collaborators to build a 
programme of creative workshops, using movement, drawing and text to 
get children and young people them considering and talking about their 
own mental health. 

We’ll tour these workshops around the UK with the show, bringing 
thousands of young people into a creative, youth-led discussion on 
mental health, and normalising conversations on mental health in schools 
and families.



THE COMPANY 
British Council Artist to Watch

Award-winning 201 Dance Company creates accessible  
dance-theatre that crosses street and contemporary styles.  
Led by choreographer Andrea Walker and producer/director 
Patrick Collier, we are passionate about bringing new identities 
and new stories to hip-hop in a way that is open to all audiences. 

Recent work includes Andrea Walker’s mainstage production 
of HOME for Chicago’s Joffrey Ballet (‘Hauntingly effective’ – 
Chicago Sun Times), a story inspired by immigrant experience. 
Previous work includes our acclaimed international tours of 
SKIN, exploring transgender identity, mental health, and 
family (‘Stand out dance of the summer’ – The Guardian), and 
SMOTHER, exploring LGBTQ+ relationships and addiction (‘201 
are at ease steering hip-hop into fresh territory’ – The Times).

‘ One of Edinburgh’s hot tickets’
 The Herald  

‘   Walker seeds expressive meaning into a movement vocabulary  
where we expect the head, not the heart, to go spinning’ The Herald 



HHHHH 
‘201 have created  
a masterpiece 
of human sensitivity’
Edinburgh Fringe  
Review, on SKIN

HHHHH 
‘incredibly heart 
wrenching’
LGBTY Scotland,  
on SKIN

‘Electrifying’ 
Chicago Dance,  
on HOME

‘Hauntingly effective’
Chicago Sun Times,  
on HOME 

HHHH 
‘This company are at 
ease steering Hip-Hop 
into fresh territory’
The Times

HHHH 
‘One of Edinburgh’s 
hot tickets’  
The Herald, 
on Smother 

‘Must-see show’
Attitude Magazine,  
on SKIN

‘Fresh and bold. One of 
this year’s finest treats’
Huffington Post,  
on Smother

HHHHH 
‘201 Dance Company 
do it again! Highly 
recommended’
Seeing Dance,  
on SKIN

HHHH 
‘This is the new 
generation of  
street dance’ 
The Times

‘Magnificent’
Stage and Screen,  
on HOME

‘An intense, piercing 
work of dance theatre’
Chicago on the Aisle, 
on HOME

HHHHH 
‘Exhilarating, sensual…
the audience whoop, 
cheer and holler along 
with the beat’
Broadway Baby,  
on Smother

HHHH 
‘A talent to watch’
The Evening Standard

’An uncomfortable and 
moving story for our 
xenophobic times’
Chicago Stage Standard, 
on HOME

PRESS FOR THE COMPANY 



CONTACT
PATRICK COLLIER
e: patrick@patrickcollier.co.uk
t: +44 7949 380043


